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In the framewerk of a modal-algebraic approach to data
base semantics, the specification of abstract object 
types on the basis of abstract data types is studied. As 
a semantic framewerk for determining admissible states 
and state sequences, a standard universe of "possible 
objects'' and their interrelationships has to be associ
ated with a schema specification. This paper gives a 
construction of such a _standard universe from a given key 
system including certain constraints. There is also an 
abstract algebraic characterization of the universe Cup 
to isomorphism) in te~ms of final algebras. Within this 
framework, a general definition of admissible states and 
state sequences as the semantics of a schema specifica
tion is discussed briefly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many approaches to software design and development agree that, 

before going into implementation, there should be a specification 

phase where the essential features of the syste~ are to be de

scribed in an abstract and implementation independent way. Much 

agreement is still obtained when requiring that fhe specification 

method should be formal and should have a precise semantics. Less 

agreement, however, 1s obtained when discussing which is the 

right specification method for which purpose. 

w~ share the basic assumption that logic provides the appropriate 

framewerk for studying specification methods, and model theory is 

the right basis for studying semantics. 

For abstract data types, equational logic and their algebraic 

semantics have been discussed widely [GTW78, Eh82, EM85J. There 

are many results showing that a !arge variety of useful abstract 

data types can be characterized this way. 
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In prin~iple, also database-oriented systems can be spe~ified by 

this method, as shown by EKW78 and DMW82. We feel, however, that 

this is somewhat artificial and does not capture the intuition in 

an adequate way. In database-oriented systems, imperative con

cepts like states and updates play a central role, and this is 

obscu~ed when modelling everything in purely applicative terms. 

More natural 1s the use of modal logic as in GMS83 and KMSB5, 

where states are modelled as possible worlds. In ELG84 and LEG85, 

we followed this basic approach. 

There is, however, a semantical problern with this approach. Same 

quanti f i cati ons run over- all "actual" ob j ects in a current state, 

and some quantifications extend over all "possible" objects that 

might be in some state. The problern is how such a universe of 

possible objects looks like or, more precisely, how a standard 

universe of possible objects can be associated with a database 

specification. 

This pape~ suggests a solution to this problem. A standard uni-

verse of possible objects is constructed from given keys and 

certain constraints. The key system of a database is regarded as 

an extension of its data type system, adding object sorts and 

keys as functions from object sorts to data sorts or object 

sorts. This way, the object level is clearly separated from the 

data level of a database specification. 

2. DATA AND DBJECT MODELLING 

Designing a database is a pretty complex process and, therefore, 

it is desirable from a logical point of view and from an imple

mentation point of view to partition the task into several manag

able subprocesses. For this reason the specification of a concep

tual database schema involves thr~'=..__l_~s, namely the data, 

obfect and transaction layer, and each layer is built upon the 

previous one. 

Data 

l 
Objects 

I 
Transactions 

On the data layer, a collection of abstract data types, for in

stance specified algebraically by one of the existing approaches 



(e.g. universally quantified equations and initial algebra seman

tics) is introduced. The abstract data types have a fixed inter

pretation not changing in time. Thus, there is only one fixed 

world of data elements, which is part of every possible world 

constituting a database state. 

On the oi:Uect __ l,__~'i_l?_~-'- there are objects as weil as attributes for 

and relationships between them, determining the structure of a 

database state. Information about objects is retrieved via func

tions returning values of abstract types a!ready specified on the 

data layer. Database states change in time, thus varying sets of 

actual objects chosen from a universe of possible objects have to 

be characterized and described, preferably in a temporal logic. 

On the transaction layer, state-dependent operations possibly 

changing the database contents are defi~ed, but aggregate func

tions belang to this layer as well. The transactions include 
·-

simple insert, delete and update functions, and more complex ones 

can be construc.ted from these. Generally, transaction are speci

fied independently of their implementation by means of pre/post 

conditions. 

The above ideas have been explained in detail in a series of 

papers CELG84, Eh84, LEGB5, Li85, LSE85, Eh86J. Here we will 

concentrate on the relationship between the first two layers and 

especially study the construction of the universe of possible 

objects relative to a fixed set of data types on the data layer 

and a fixed set of so called key functions on the object layer. 

The first layer in our approach, where the data types are_ fixed, 

again can be structured. On the one hand there will be some 

standard types occuring in nearly every application and similar 

to common data types in programming languages. On the other-hand 

there will be primitive application dependent types relying on 

the world to be modelled. Both kinds of types can be used in 

connection with type constructors to build complex data types 

rich enou-gh to express all relevant information about object 

types. The semantics of the data layer is a fixed algebra. 

On the object layer object sorts and object functions are intro

duced. The object functions can be classified into a group of so 

called keys, identifying an object uniquely, and additional ob

ject functions having no influence on the generation of objects, 

but which are necessary to express arbitrary attributes and 

relationships. The keys can be understood as constructors (in 

analogy to the theory of abstract data types) for the object 



sorts. One can distinguish between data keys, giving for an 

object relevant data information, and object keys, yielding an

other object for a given one. The semantics of the object layer 

is a class of algebras, where the data part of each algebra is 

identical to the fixed data algebra. Each algebra represents a 

real world situation. 

E:{a~~: The above ideas and the terminology are e:<plained by the 

following small example representing a part of 

system involving companies and their employees. 

an information 

Sorts and func-

tions are displayed in a so called signature graph, as introduced 

in [GTW78J, but data sorts and object sorts as well as key and 

non key functions are displayed differently. 
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On the data layer we have the types Nat, Text and Date, all 

represented in the diagram by boxes. Nat ~nd Text are assumed to 

be basi~ types, whereas Date can be understood as a record type 

consistin~ of primitive type~ Day, Month and Year. Additionally, 

we need appropriate functions, e.g. addition and multiplication 

for natur~l numbers, concatenations for texts and selectors for 

records, not shown in the diag~am above. 

For the object layer, the example introduces two object sorts 

COMPANY and EMPLOYEE, represented by circles. Key functions are 

visualized by arrows. Thus a company is identified by the company 

name, the company sales and the company ma~ager, and an employee 

is identi~ied by her/his name, her/his salary and the company 

she/he works for. cname and sales are data keys, manager is an 

object key. Moreover, we have functions not representing keys, 

which are shown by dotted lines and which give additional, possi

bly derived information about objects. The following lines can be 

understood as definitions of number-of-employees and superior. 

number-of-employees(c) = ICeeEMPLOYEE;works-for(c)=e}l 

superior(e) = manager(works-for(e)) 



The main topic of the paper is a method to construct the universe 

of possible objects, in the example for the sorts COMPANY and 

EMPLDYEE relative to the given six key functions. *** 

3. DATA SPECIFICATIDNS 

To make our ideas on database specification precise we have to 

review some of the basic notions of the theory of abstract data 

types. The mathematical foundations of the field have first been 

developed in the pioneering paper GTW78. Since then, many papers 

studied concepts for the modularisation of algebraic specifica-

tions. Extensions of abstract data types play a dominant role and 

there are several meanings that can be associated with them: 

initial or free semantics CGTW78, Eh82J, final semantics CWa79, 

WPPDB83, Ja85J and behavioural semantics CHR83J. Apart from this, 

parametrization of abstract data types is important for modulari

zing specifications CEKTWWB1, Eh82J. 

A signature [=(8,~) consists of a set S of sorts and an S*>:S

indexed family Q of operation'symbols, which are denoted in the 

usual way w:six ... xsn--~s. A [-algebra A consists of carrier sets 

sA for each seS and functions wA:s1Ax ..• xsnA--~sA for each 

w:s1x ... xsn--7s in ~- A [-algebra Bis a subalgebra of the [

algebra A (denoted by B~A), if s8~sA holds for all seS, w8 is the 

restriction of wA for all we~, and B is closed under all func

tions. A [-algebra morphism h:A--~B is an S-indexed ~amily of 

mappings h 5 :sA--~s8 that respects the operations. In the category 

L-alg. of all [-algebras and [-algebra morphisms there exists an 
-

initial object, i.e. an algebra from which there is a unique 

morphism to any other algebra, and a final object, i.e. an alge

bra ~ such that there is a unique morphism from any other algebra 

to it. The initial algebra is isomorphic to the term algebra, and 

the final one is (in the absence of axioms) of no interest, 

because it has singleton sets for all sorts. 

A specification D=(L,E) consists of a signature [ and a set E of 

L-formulas as axioms. If the axioms E consist only of universally 

quantified equations, then the full subcategory ~-al~~[-alg of 

all [-algebras satisfying the axioms has an initial algebra, 

isomorphic to the quotient of the term algebra by the least 

congruence generated by the equations. But also more general 

forms of axioms have been studied CWPPDBB3, Go85J. If the initial 

and final algebra are isomorphic, the data type is called mono-

morphic. 



A signature morphism f:~i--+~2 1s a mapping from sorts to sorts 

and operators to operatorssuchthat the image of w:s1x ... xsn--+s 

works on the image af the sorts, i.e. f(w):f(sl)x ... xf(sn)--+f(s) 

is part of E2. A signature morphism induces a forgetful functor 

f:E2-alg--+~1-a~ by sending a ~2-algebra A to t(A) where 

st(A)=f(s)A and wt(A)=f (w)A and by sending a ~2-algebra morphism 

h:A--+B to r(h):tCA)--+tCB), where t(h)s=hf(s) holds. t(A) and 

respectively (denoted 

by AIEl and hiEU. A §J2§?_c::_ific_§_ti_g_~":!-~!?CEhism f:Dl--+02 is a signa

ture morphi srn f: ~ 1--+[2 such that r <D2-al_g_) ~D 1-al g. _ 

An extension is in general a translation from [1-algebras to [2-

reversing the direction of t. The standard case of an 

extension is specified by an inclusion f:D1--+D2, which i s a 

specification morphisrn. This models the process of adding new 

functions and types to an existing type structure. All notions of 

extensions studied in the framework of abstract data types are 

constructive in the sense that the extended type is based on the 

free extension CEh82J. In this respect, key extensions to be 

introduced in the next section are different. 

Another important structuring method are parametric specifica

tions. A parametric ~ecificatian consists of a parameter speci

fication P=<Ep,Ep) and a body specification B=<E8 ,E8 ), such that 

Ep~EB and Ep~EB holds. A parametric specification induces a 

functor f*: P-al_g_--+8-a~g_, the f ree constructi on [ EI<TWW81 J, wh i eh 

can be understaod as a type canstructar yielding a B-algebra far 

each parameter algebra. It is required that the construction is 

persistent, 1.e. rcf*<A)) should be isomorphic to A -in a natural 

way for all parameters A. Parameter Substitution can be made 

precise by means of pushouts CEKTWWBl, Eh82J. 

For what follows, we assume a monomorphic abstract data type DATA 

to be given. DATA can be constructed by extensions of basic 

abstract types and applications of paramatric specificatians ta 

already generated types. Let r 0=cs0 ,Q 0 ) be its signature, from 

now an called the d~ta signature, and let E0 be its axioms, which 

tagether with ~D constitute the data specificatian <r:0 ,E0 ). The 

results are based an the fallowing assumptions abaut DATA. 

(1) All carriers sDATA' ses0 , are nonempty. 

(2) DATA does not have proper automorphisrns, 

i.e. the only one is identity. 

These assumptians da not seem ta be too restrictive. Empty car-

riers are of na practical relevance. Moreover, most practical 

data types are minimal algebras (for instance, initial algebras 

are minimal), and these never have proper automarphisms. 



4. KEY SPECIFICATIONS 

Specifying the object level on top of a given data level may 

become a very complex task so that it is best done in subsequent 

steps. The first step consists of identifying all objects which 

may possibly be met in a database application. For this purpose, 

we _propose a key concept wh i eh i s si mi 1 ar to that one in the 

relational data model. It is based on the idea that any possible 

-object (of type se:S0 > can be uniquely described by data values 

which are observable under its (compositel keys. 

For· what follows, let a data signature ~0=cs0 ,n0 > with a _fixed 

interpretation DATA be given. To specify all possible objects in 

a database application it is necessary to provide 

- the complete set s 0 of object sorts 

- an s0 xS-indexed set family ~K of keys where S=S0 us0 
Assuming that s 0 ns 0 =0 and n 0 nnK=0 the resulting signature 

~K=~0+cs0 ,nf<l is called key signature. 

Tobemore suggestive, a key ke~K;s,t(seS0 ,teS) 1s often denoted 

by k:s--~t. This is in accordance with the intended interpreta

tion that k is a unary function from objects of type s to objects 

or data of type t. I f t i s a data sort, k i s call ed data key, and 

it is called object key otherwise. 

Example: Referring 

the signature graph 

to the person/company example in section 2, 

is obtained by forgetting about the dotted 

lines for non-key functions. 

*** 

A key signature is meant to fix the universe of possible objects 

which may be dealt with in a database application. To moqel the 

idea that each object is characterized by its "observations", 

i.e. by its data values under (compositel keys, the notion of key 

sequence is introduced. The set of possible objects of type seS0 
is then given by all legal assignments of data values to key 

sequences. 



Let s,teS. 

follows 

(i) the empty sequence ~ is a key sequence from s tos 

Cii) if x is a key sequence from u tot and k:s--~u is a 

then kx is a key sequence from s to t 

Ciii) nothing else is a key sequence 

key, 

Considering key signature graphs, key sequences from s to t 

correspond to directed paths from node s to node t. The set of 

all key sequences from s to t is denoted L
5 

t· To construct the , 
universe of possible objects we are mainly interested in key 

sequences which end in data sorts. Accordingly, we define 

Ls= u Ls,r 
rESD 

Note that, for any rES0 , Lr=Lr,r={E}. 

Example: Referring to the employee/company example, we have 

LEMPLOYEE= Cworks-for manager)* salary 

LcoMPANY 

v (works-for manager>* ename 

v works-for<manager works-for)* sales 

u works-for<manager works-for)* cname 

Cmanager works-for>* sales 

u Cmanager works-for>* cname 

u managerCworks-for manager)* salary 

v manager(works-for manager>* ename *** 

Let a key signature L:K=L:o+ (5 o, Rf() be given. Dur universe UNIVCL:K) 

is canstructE:d as a particular :LK-algebra for which the r:D-
- reduct 1) is DATA Cup to isomorphism). The latter is 1n accordance 

with the intention that once the data layer is specified it 

should not be affected by later stE:ps in database specification. 

The construction of the universe UNIVCL:K) - for 

often write U for UNIVCI:K) - is as follows. 

The carrier set of sort sES0 vs0 is given by 

- su={tpjtp:~5 --7- U rDATA such that, for each res0 , 

res0 

convience, we 

Since roATA is assumed ta be non-empty for any sES0 , su is non

empty. Even if there is no key sequence starting from s, su con-

tains one element, the empty mapping. 

1) Whenever we speak of a L: 0 -rE:duct we refE:r ta the imagE: of the 

forgetful functor inducE:d by the inclusion L: 0 C-~r:K. 



Fo~ each data so~t ~es0 , L~={E} so that ~u={{(E,al}lae~DATA}. 

The~e is an obvious 1-1-co~~espondence h:~DATA--+~u given by 

h<al=(E,a) (actually {(E 7 a)} but we omit the set b~aces). 

The ope~ational st~uctu~e of U is given as follows. Fo~ data 

ope~ato~s w:~ 1 x ... x~n--7~ (~i.~eS0 ;i=1, .. ,n> the co~~esponding 

function wu:~ 1 ,DATAx ... x~n,DATA--7~DATA is defined by 

F~om this,h gives an isomo~phism f~om DATA to the r: 0-~educt of U. 

Fo~ keys k:s--?t, ku<~>=~x[~(kx>J 

whe~e x ~anges ove~ Lt. Info~mally speaking, each mapping ~Esu is 

sent to the mapping ~·etu satisfying ~· (x)=~(kx) fo~ each xeLt. 

Note that ku is well-defined due to the fact that, fo~ any key 

sequence x in Lt, there is a key sequence kx in L 5 • If tes0 , we 

get ku(~)=(E,~(k)) whe~e ~(k)etDATA• since Lt={E}. 

Piease verify that 

UNIVO:::K> is really 

the construction of the c.a~rie~ 

based on the idea to cha~acte~ize 

sets in 

objects 

uniquely by their data obse~vable under (composite) keys. Fo~ all 

objects of any type seS0 , a unifo~m fo~mat of desc~iption is 

used; it is dete~mined by the set of key sequences f~om s to data 

so~ts. Refe~ring to ou~ int~oducto~y example, 

sc~ibed by means of the following pattern. 

EMPLOYEE sala~y ename wo~ks-fo~ sales 

Nat Te:<t Nat 

employees are de-

works-for- cname 

Text 

works-for manage~ salary works-fo~ manager_ 

Nat Text 
ename I 

The set of possible employees contains all -instances of the above 

pat te~n. In UNI V-< r:K> , i nstances are ~ep~esented by f unct i ons. 

Desc~ibing them by a cartesian p~oduct would not be an appro

p~iate choice because the~e may be an infinite numbe~ of key 

sequences 

< s, t es0 > , 
( cf · LEMPLOYEE) · Whenever the~e is a key k:s--+t 

all observations fo~ objects of type t a~e also possi-

ble for objects of type s. The mapping ku sends objects in su to 

objects in tu in such a way that a coincidence of obse~vations is 

gua~anteed, at least pa~tially. 



Consider the special case that rK has data keys only. Let 

ki:s--7ri (ries0 ;i=1, .. ,n;n>O> be all keys for ses0 . Since Ls is 

finite, there is an obvious 1-1-correspondence from su to the 

cartesian product r 1 ,DATAx ... xrn,DATA· The functions 
then be seen as projections to the i-th component. 

k· U can 1 , 

The universe UNIV<rK> is an appropriate choice to be taken as 

standard semantics for a key signature rK. Justification is given 

b~ the following properties of UNIV<~K): 

"possible objects" are identified by their data observable 

under (composite) keys. 

the semantics DATA of the underlying data layer 1s preserved 

(up to isomorphism). 

From a mathematical point of view, there is also a nice category

theoretic characterization of UNIV<rK>. Let us consider the cate

gory ~calgCDATAJ which is defined as fcHlows: 

(1) the objects of ~-algCDATAJ are rK-algebras whose r 0 -reducts 

are isomorphic to DATA. 

(2) the morphisms in. S<:-algCDATAJ are those rK-algebra morphisms 

f:A--78 which are isomorphisms an the r 0 -reducts of A and 8. 

In connection with the assumptions on DATA (see section 2), (1) 

and (2) guarantee that, for any objects A,Be~-algCDATAJ there is 

exactly one isomorphism from the r 0 -reduct of A to the r 0 -reduct 

of B. The uniqueness of isomorphisms on r 0-reducts is responsible 

for the fact that UNIV<rl<> becomes a final object in ~calgCDATAJ 

Theorem 4.1 

Let be a key signature and DATA be a fixed 

algebra satisfying the assum~tions made in section Then, 

Proof (sketch): 

Let A be~~some -algebra in s~-algCDATAJ. 8y the assumption that 

identity is the only automorphism on DATA, t~ere i~ a unique 
-

isomorphism g from the r 0 -reduct of A to DATA. Now, we define a 

mapping h:A--7UNIV<rK> as follows. For each SES and each aEsA, 

h
5 

(a) =\x[g (xA (a)) J 

where x ranges over Ls. Here, the fnterpretation xA of a key 

sequence xeLs is given recursively by EA(a)=a and <ky)A(a)= 

YA<kA(a)) for any key k:s--7t and yeLt. 

It is shown in Eh86 that h is the only morphism from A to 

UNIV<rK) in ~-algCDATAJ. 



In some applications, the universe UNIV([K) is !arger than de

sired. There may be objects in the universe which do not have 

real-world Counterparts and which are, therefore, not really 

acceptable as "passible objects". With regard to the introductory 

example, employees, for instance, should earn more than $1000 per 

month. In our construction of the universe, however, there are 

also employees whose salary is smaller. Up to a certain point, 

such effects are unavoidable when modelling reality by formal 

means. We can get, however, much closer approximations to reality 

-by allowing for constraints, 1.e. conditions that constrain the 

set of passible objects in the universe. 

Constraints can be expressed conveniently by_first order formulas 

(with equality) over [K. As atomic formulas -first order formulas 

are built up from these in the ardinary way - we allaw terms of 

sort bool 2 ) and expressians of the form l=r where l,r are terms 

of the s~me sort with function symbols from [K. 

A key specification is ·then-a pair K=([K,CK) where [f( is- a key 

signature and CK is a set of first order formulas over [K called 

key constraints. 

The key constraints 

sible objects" in 
in Cf( 

our 

are meant to restriet the set of "pos-

universe. On the other hand, there 

should not be excluded more objects than explicitly required. In 

more formal terms, the "largest" subalgebra of UNIV([K) satis

fying the key constraints a~d preserving DATA would be really 

_acceptable as standard semantics UNIV(K) of a key specification

K. Unfortunately, such a model does not always exist when allow

ing for arbitrary first order formulas to occur in CK. The con

struction of the universe works only for constraints that are in 

some sense compatible with morphisms·in ~K-algCDATAJ. The proper

ty which is needed is as follows. 

Let x=(x1,··· ,xn) be-an n-tuple of variables and let 51··-Sn be 

the string of their sorts. Let ~(x) be a first order formula with 

-free variables x 1 , ... ,xn. ~(x) is called harmonic iff, for each 

morph)sm h:A--7-B in S:::=.~CDATAJ and all äes 1 Ax ... xsn A' we have , ' 
that AF~(a) implies BF~ChCa)). A formula y is called universally 

harmonic iff it is of the form y=~x~(x) having ~(x) harmonic. If 

only one variable in ~(x) is free (i.e. n=1) y is called monadic. 

2) We assume the data layer. to offer a predefined boolean data 
type. 



Lemma 4.2 

Let Ai~UNIVCLK), iei, such that the L0 -reducts of all Ai are DATA 

Cup to isomorphism). Then, the union A= lJ Ai is a subalgebra of 

UNIV(LK) whose L0 -reduct 1s DATA. iel 

Lemma 4.3 

iel, and Aas above. Let y be a monadic universally har-

monic formula. If Ait=y for all iei, then Al=y. 

Proof: Let yavx~Cxl, x of sort s, aesA. Then, there is an iei 

such that aesAi" From Aii=Y we conclude Ail=~(a). By Ai~A, the 

embedding is an injective morphism from Ai to A. Since ~ is 

harmonic, we have At=~(a). This holds for all aesA so that Al=y. 

The above lemmas suggest to restriet to key constraints that are 

described by monadic universally harmonic formulas. When doing 

so, for any key specification K=CLK,CK), the universe UNIVCKl can 

be defined properly as the union A of all subalgebras -Ai of 

UNIV(LK) which hav~ Ait=CK and whose L0 -reducts are DATA 1up to 

isomorphisml 3 >. In this way, by Lemma 4.2 and 4.3, UNIV_(f<) be

comes the largest subalgebra of UNIV(LK) which satisfies CK and 

preserves DATA. Especially, it meets the requirement that the 

universe associated to a key specification should subsume all 

objects in UNIVCLK) which are not excluded explicitly by the key 

constraints. 

Again, there 

UNIV (KJ usi ng 

subcategory of 

formul as in C~:::· 

Theorem 4.4 

is also a category-theoretic characterization of 

finality. Let K-algCDATAJ denote the full 

~-al g [ DATA J of all LK-al gebras sat i sf yi ng -_ the 

Let K=(LK,CK) be a key specification where CK is a set of monadic 

universally haimonic formulas Vx~(x) having x as object variable. 

Then, UNIVCKl exists and is a final object in K-algCDATAJ. 

For a proof, see Eh86. 

3) Whenever, 

variable 

constraints 

for 

(in 

all elements 

accordance 

should 

V'x ~ ( x ) 

with the 

in CK' X i s 

intention 

an 

that 

object 

key 

UNIVCK) does exist. 

restriet the set of possible objects), 

This is because the subalgebra of UNIVCLK) 

having empty carrier sets for all object sorts satisfies the 

key constraints. 



As 

not 

a serious 

a formula 

drawback, i t 

is harmonic. 

is often difficult to see whether or 

Ta overcome this problern (at least 

partially) we give a syntactical characterization of a class of 

formulas that is guaranteed to have the desired property. 

A formula is called posj,j:_j_ve if it is built from atomic 

by A,v and 3, i.e. there is no negation, and no ~-

formulas 

Theorem 4.5: Positi~e formulas are harmonic. 

Proof: easy induction on the construction of positive formulas. 

Ta be an the safe side, 

form ~xtp <x) where tp (x) 

object variable. Then, 

defined. 

we suggest using key constraints of the 

is a monadic positive formula and 

the standard universe UNIV(K) is 

x an 

well-

Example: 

follm-Jing 

Referring to our_employee/company example 

constraints Cunderstood to be universally 

agai n, the 

quantified) 

are positive and, thus, harmo~ic. 

a) salary(manager(c)))3000 

b) sales<c>>lOOO*salary(manager(c)) 

c) manager(works-for(e) )=e v 3e':salary(e') >salary(e) 

All formulas above assume the greater predicate > to be affered 

by the data layer. a) and b) say that salaries of managers are 

bounded by a minimum amount of 3000 and by the sales of the 

company they work for. c) expresses that a manager makes more 

money than other employees in the same company. c) is equivalent 

to manager (war ks-f or ( e) ) ::f:e ==:> 3e': sal ary ( e '_) >sal ary ( e) . *** 

It should be mentioned t~at there are some aspects in modelling 

reality which cannot be taken into account so far. Key specifica-

tions (in the above sense) da not offer any structural mecha-

nisms; in reality, however, one often has to da with set valued 

keys, ~eneralization hierarchies and ·so an. It will be subject of 

future research to provide adequate facilities. 

5. SCHEMA SPECIFICATIONS 

The purpese of a conceptual schema is to characterize the struc

tural and behavioural aspects of a database application. Ta 

complete the object layer, key specifications are extended to so

called schema specifications that are meant to describe the 



conceptual schema of a database in a formal and implementation 

independent way. Roughly speaking, the design of a conceptual 

schema is seperated into two extension steps: 

D=<L0 ,E0 > --7K=<LK,CK) --7SCH=<L,Cl 

The design starts from a fixed data algebra DATA Cup to isomor

phism) specified by D. The semantics of the first extension step, 

relative to the given data layer, 

previous section. In the following, 

is discussed in detail in the 

we give a brief account of 

the concepts involved in the second extension step completing the 

specification of the conceptual schema. 

The schema signature L is to describe the -global information 

structure of the database. Apart from the keys, it has to include 

additional attributes, object functions, and possibly predicates 

on objects. In formal terms, 

L=LI<+(0,S?R) 

where S?R is a set of non-key operations tagether with their 

domains and codomains. Note that, at this specific~tion level, 

object type constructors are permitted to obtain sets of objects, 

cartesian products of objects, etc. 

In the world of employees and companies, the following 

non-key information may be of interest 

superior EMPLOYEE --:;.. EMPLOYEE 

age EMPLDYEE --~ Nat 

birthdate: EMPLOYEE --.;.. Date 

employs COMPANY --7 set EMPLOYEE *** 

Based on the schema signature L, a set C of static and dynamic 

integrity constraints can be expressed. This is done by means of 

~emporal -formulas over L, i.e. first order formulas which may 

have temporal quanti f i ers 0 ( 11 al ways 11
) and 0 ( 11 somet i me 11

) • When

ever there is no temporal quantification, a formula in C is 

understood to be a static constraint, 

constraint. 

otherwise it is a dynamic 

Example: In a world of employees and companies, the following 

constraints may be given. 
" . -

a) VcVe: manager(c)=e ==~ works-for(e)=c 

b) Ve: cname(works-for(e))=IBM ==~ salary(e)>2000 

c) Ve: age(e))20 

d) OVeVc: (works-for(e)=c ==:>- <)-, works-for(e)=c) 

e) DVeVc: (works-for(e)=c ==:>- Omanager(c)=e) 



a) requires that managers are employed by the company they 

manage. b) says that employees of IBM have a salary of more than 

2000 per month. By cl, companies can only employ persans that are 

older than 20 years. d) requires that each employee will leave 

his company sometime. e) expresses that each employee becomes a 

manager in the course of time. 

Note carefully that a), bl are first order formulas over the key 

signature. Nevertheless, they are not monadic universally harmo

nic formulas and can, therefore, not be taken as key constraints. 

*•** 

In the following, real world situations are modelled by ~-alge

bras. To meet our intention, we have to restriet ourselves to 

those E-mddels which preserve DATA, which only have possible 

objects and which satisfy the static integrity constraints. -The 

dynamic integrity constraints then describe admissible sequences 

of real world situations. 

Given a schema specifi~ation SCH=(~,Cl where C consists of a-set 

Cs of static and a set Cd of dynamic constraints, i.e. C=CsuCd.

A E-situation d is a E-algebra suchthat oiED~DATA, oiEKSUNIV(Kl, 

and d~C5 • diEK is called the population of d. 

A E-situation run is an infinite sequence ~=(o 0 ,a 1 ,a 2 , ... ) of E

situations di (ie!H0 > such that ~!=Cd. 

The set of all E-situation runs is considered to be the semantics 

of SCH. 

With regard to prototyping schema specifications, E-situations 

can be represented conveniently by so called E-states. A E-state 

is a set of closed atomic formulas asserting elementary facts 

like ename(e)='Smith', age(el=30, works-for(e)=c, cname(c)='IBM', 

etc. where e,c are constants of type EMPLOYEE and COMPANY respec

tively. Admissibility of a given state sequence can be checked by 

methods for supervising and enforcing constraints as proposed in 

ELGB4, LEGB5, LSE85. All these methods presume "total knowledge". 

Eh86 suggests to allow-E-states given by arbitrary closed first 

order formulas. It is an open problern so far, how integrity 

checking can be performed when "partial knowledge" is involved. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper concentrates an a specific aspect of database seman

tics, namely the construction of a standard universe of "possible 

objects" and its abstract algebraic characterization (up to iso-

morphism) as a final algebra in an appropriate category. We feel 



that such a construction is needed in order to provide a clean 

and precise semantic framewerk for characterizing admissible 

states and state sequences. The latter issue is sketched only 

briefly in this paper and clearly needs more elaboration. 

Dur approach is neither model theoretic nor proof theoretic, but 

shows aspects af both lines af thought. As in the proof theoretic 

approach, we define a database state to be a set of sentences 

(formulas), thus representing a state af knowledge rather than a 

situation of the warld to be represented. Situations, in_ turn, 

are models, and we take care to give a model theoretic character

ization of admissible states and state sequences. Identifying 

situations and database states works only in special cases where 

it is assumed that the state unique1y determines a situation. In 

arder to achieve this, addftional assumptians like negation as 

failure [Cl7BJ, closed world assumption [Re78J, or circumscrip-

tion [McBOJ have to be made. These approaches, however, 

handle partial and disjunctive infarmatian appropriately. 

cannot 

Ne ver-

theless, they canstitute a very important standard case, and it 

wauld be in~eresting to give a model theqretic characterization 

of these assumptions in our framework. This is subject to further 

study. 
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